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A B S T R A C T 

The “SMART WATER MONITORING SYSTEM USING IOT” helps to monitor water quality automatically. Water is essential to human life and the health 

of the environment. To fulfill the good quality of water required by the people we developed IoT based water quality monitoring automation system for 

home, offices, etc. To design a system we measured water pH, water level, flow, temperature etc. water parameters using different sensors. In this paper we 

proposed a keen sensor interface gadget that incorporates water tank level checking, water contamination observing and water pipeline spillage observing. 

The Ultrasonic sensor is utilized to check the water tank level, stream sensor to distinguish water spillage in pipelines, pH sensor to check the water quality 

and temperature sensor to check the temperature of the water.  
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1. Introduction 

Right now drinking water is exceptionally valued for all the people. As of late water levels are low and water in the lakes is going down. So it's too 

imperative to even think about finding the answer for water checking and control framework. IoT is an answer. As of late, advancement in processing and 

Electronics advances has set off Internet of Things innovation. Web of Things can be portrayed as the organization of Electronics gadgets conveying 

among  them  by  the assistance of a regulator. The IoT is an assortment of gadgets that cooperate to serve human errands in a proficient way. 

It joins computational ability to send information about the conditions. These gadgets can be as sensors, apparatuses, installed frameworks, and 

information examination Microprocessors. This paper presents an ease water observing framework, which is an answer for the water wastage and water 

quality. Microcontrollers and sensors are utilized for that framework. Ultrasonic Sensor is accustomed to estimating water level. 

Different boundaries like pH, temperature and so on This framework utilize the stream sensor which can gauge the water stream and if the essential 

amount of water move through the line at that point water stream can be halted consequently. The determined qualities from the sensors can be handled by 

the Microcontrollers and transferred to the web through the Wi-Fi module (ESP 8266). Alarms messages and information created by the sensors are sent 

over the Internet to a cloud worker and can be gotten by client terminal claimed by buyers. 

 

2. Literature Survey 

To Designed a decent quality model we concentrated out various existing framework created by analysts. Various creators have proposed recognized 

models to check water quality, water spillage by examining the boundaries, for example, temperature, pH and electrical conductivity, pressure, etc. By 

considering every one of these focuses we planned a brilliant water observing framework which can play out all these checking capacities. 

 Bhad Vidya et al. [1] has proposed a framework which screens the water level occasionally. They planned a Zigbee network which has lower energy and 

constant conduct. It serves to remote sensor organization to send the notice message to the portable application client and computerized notice board. A 
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microcontroller, water level sensor and a couple of Raspberry pi and DAS have been utilized to plan the framework. The Sensor used to recognize the 

water level, at that point the information will go to send and get through the Raspberry pi and the entire strategy is then control by this unit. 

Mithila Barabde et al. [2] build up a framework for ceaseless checking of water quality at distant spots utilizing remote sensor networks with low force 

utilization, ease and high discovery exactness. The framework design comprises of information checking hubs, a base station and a far off station. 

Every one of these stations are associated utilizing remote correspondence connect. For building up this framework they have considered the boundaries,  

for example, pH, conductivity, turbidity level, and so on that are broke down to improve the water quality.  

These boundary readings were shipped off the distant observing station to show in visual configuration on a worker PC with the assistance of MATLAB 

and is likewise contrasted and standard qualities. On the off chance that the got esteem is over the edge esteem robotized cautioning SMS ready will be 

shipped off the specialist. 

 

3. Biock Diagram 

 

Fig 1 Block Diagram 

 

4. Segments of System 

In the proposed brilliant water quality observing computerization framework, water quality checking, pipe spillage identification and water level 

observing is planned. The equipment of remote keen water quality checking computerization framework involves the accompanying segments.  

  

4.1 PIC Assembled PCB 

 

This board is extraordinarily intended for associating advanced and simple sensors which has input voltage range 5 or 12VDC just as it very well may be 

interfaced with sequential specialized gadgets, transfer sheets and so forth The yield can be checked in LCD just as pc. Information EEPROM is utilized 

to store information characterized by the client. PCB plan. 

At the point when a variable is characterized it is put away in program memory and the estimation of the variable is put away in information EEPROM 

Synchronous sequential ports are utilized to speak with other fringe gadgets like sequential EEPROMS, A/D converters and move registers. PCB plan. 

They have two modes. 1-SPI Serial Peripheral Interface 2- I2C Inter Integrated Circuit. 

 

4.2 PIC16F877A 

 

The 16F877A is a fit microcontroller that can do numerous errands since it has an enormous enough programming memory (huge as far as sensor and 

control projects) 8k words and 368 Bytes of RAM. This is sufficient to do a wide range of activities. The 40 pins make it simpler to utilize the peripherals 

as the capacities are spread out over the pins. This makes it simpler to choose what outside gadgets to join without stressing excessively if there are 
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sufficient pins to do the work. One of the fundamental focal points is that each pin is just divided among a few capacities so its simpler to choose what the 

pin work. 

 

4.3 Ph Sensor With ADC 

 

Utilize the pH Sensor similarly as you would a customary pH meter with the extra focal points of robotized information assortment, diagramming, and 

information examination. Average exercises utilizing our pH sensor incorporate; Acid-base titrations, Studies of family acids and bases, Monitoring pH 

change during synthetic responses or in an aquarium because of photosynthesis, Investigations of corrosive downpour and buffering, Analysis of water 

quality in streams and lakes. 

 

 

4.4 Ultrasonic Sensor 

 

Ultrasonic sensor radiates ultrasonic heartbeats, and by estimating the hour of ultrasonic heartbeat arrives at the article a nd back to the transducer. The 

sonic waves transmitted by the transducer are reflected by an item and got back in the transducer. In the wake of having radiated the sound waves, the 

ultrasonic sensor will change to get mode. The time slipped by among producing and accepting is corresponding to the distance of the article from the 

sensor. The ultrasonic sensor is utilized to quantify the degree of our water tank to stay away from the flood of water. 

 

 

4.5 Temperature Sensor 

 

The LM35 arrangement are exactness coordinated circuit temperature gadgets with a yield voltage straightly corresponding to the Centigrade temperature. 

The LM35 gadget has a bit of leeway over straight temperature sensors aligned in Kelvin, as the client isn't needed to deduct an enormous consistent 

voltage from the yield to get helpful Centigrade scaling. The LM35 gadget doesn't need any outside adjustment or managing to give run of the mill 

exactnesses of ±¼°C at room temperature and ±¾°C over a full −55°C to 150°C temperature range. The low-yield impedance, direct yield, and exact 

innate adjustment of the LM35 gadget makes interfacing to readout or control hardware particularly simple. 

 

  

4.6 Flow Switch 

 

The line of stream switches includes an expansive scope of arrangements for use in fluids or gases. At preset rates, going from 50 c/min to 100 GPM, 

Gems switches will start caution incitation or programmed shut- down of a framework. These switches highlight excellent, consumption safe materials for 

use in the hardest conditions. Material decisions, going from hardened steel to Ryton offer tremendous synthetic similarity. Adaptations incorporate 

switches with fixed or flexible incitation settings, models for thickness pay or high pressing factors, in-line models and plans to fulfill any mounting or 

space necessity. 
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4.7 Relay 

 

A hand-off is an electromechanical switch which is initiated by an electric flow. A solitary transfer board game plan contains driver circuit, power supply 

circuit and confinement circuit. A transfer is gathered with that circuit. The driver circuit contains semiconductors for exchanging activities. The 

semiconductor is use for exchanging the relay.An separation circuit keeps turn around voltage from the hand-off which shields the regulator and 

semiconductor from harm. The information beat for exchanging the semiconductor is given from the microcontroller unit. It is utilized for exchanging of a 

solitary gadget. 

 

 

4.8 Water Pump Motor 

 

A siphon engine is a DC engine contraption that moves liquids. A DC engine changes over direct stream electrical force into mechanical force. DC or 

direct current engine plans with the head, when a current passing on conductor is set in an engaging field, it encounters a force and will when all is said in 

done move. This is known as motoring development. Siphons work by some fragment (consistently responding or turning), and gobble up energy to 

perform mechanical work by moving the liquid. Siphons work through different fuel sources, including manual development, power, motors, or wind 

power, come in different sizes, from minuscule for use in clinical applications to enormous mechanical siphons.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

The system can screen water quality thusly, and it is low in cost and needn't bother with people working. This system is used to sidestep the enormous 

proportion of water is being wasted by uncontrolled usage of home/working environments, etc For this a couple of sensors are used. The assembled data 

from the all the sensors are used for assessment explanation behind better game plan of water issues. The data is ships off the cloud laborer through Wi-Fi 

module ESP8266. Thusly, this application will be the best challenger consistently noticing and control system and use to deal with all the water related 

issues. 
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